


"The aim of marketing is to
know and understand the

customer so well, the product
or service sells itself."

Peter Drucker



"In marketing it is better
to be approximately right
than exactly wrong."

Mark Jeffrey
Director of Technology Initiatives
Northwestern University

Why Research?

"To the extent you can
eliminate beliefs and
biases, and replace them
with data, you gain a
clear advantage"

John Henry
Owner
Boston Red Sox

"Don't waste anyone's
time or effort on untested
assumptions if you don't
have to"

Erika Hall
Co-Founder
Mule Design Studio



What is Market Research?

John Henry
Owner
Boston Red Sox

Market Research is an essential component of any company’s marketing plan. It
dictates strategy, informs resource allocation, and helps brands understand and
connect with their consumers in ways that in the past would have seemed
impossible. It’s astounding to think that what this critical bedrock of any sound
marketing strategy didn’t even formally exist until relatively recently. 

Traditional Market Research is slower, long-winded, academically arrogant,
expensive, and offer convoluted business actions and direction.

CraniumTap takes pride in our ability to be faster, concise/pointed, grounded in
marketing principles, feasible investment wise, and offer clear/actionable direction.



About Us
So, Why The Name ?

The “cranium” is the part of the skull that encloses the brain, or a container for
the mind, thoughts, intelligence, and information. All of us are the “cranium” part of the name
(businesses, consumers, and researchers’ thoughts, intelligence, and analyses). “Tap” roughly
translates as: to access, a way to get inside, a mechanism to extract something, or a
mechanism to direct the flow of something.  Sometimes you “tap” on someone to get their
attention.

Honestly, it’s different, slightly nerdy, metaphorical, not too serious and reinforces what we do
(elements important in brand development); plus, good luck finding a seemingly obvious and
cool website url that’s still available or affordable to purchase; hence CraniumTap and not
DataNinjas; although, NerdWorldDomination.com is still available.

We try our best to tap into consumer thoughts and behaviors through multiple
sources and methods to uncover valuable insight impacting a myriad of business
decisions…or, in three words, we access intelligence.

Executive Summary Answer:

The Nerdy Breakdown Answer:

The Brand Development Answer:



We also employ a “learn and adapt” process that enables our clients to
maximize the intelligence gathered to strengthen multiple short and long
term business and communication strategies. The initial analysis or study
objectives can have much bigger implications than you ever intended
when you see the results. By working inside-out and cyclically, the
research and analysis continues to build and strengthen over time.

Our Inside-Out Research Strategy
We advise clients to work with an “inside-out” research strategy
that maximizes the intelligence closest to them and then working
their way out to identify market, growth and expansion opportunities. It
just makes more sense.

CraniumTap's Learn-Adapt Process

Our Philosophy



Our Brand Promise
We aim to be faster, cheaper, credible, and reliable. We're honest; possibly to a
fault, but this is important in the research industry.
We get to the point by boiling analyses down to key action items and priority
metrics.
We are flexible and creative in brainstorming new measures, but are disiplined
in our processes and best practices. If we can't do it, we'll let you know.
We stay focused on the guiding purpose and objective. It isn't within our
wheelhouse to frivilously add obscure measures.
We're up to date on the latest practices and technology stacks in our industry.
We even refine and develop our own proproetary methods.
We reserve our geek-speak for fellow geeks and understand industry jargon
only confuses rather than enlightens.
We love what we do, the impacts we make, and the businesses we help create
sustainable solutions for. We make data fun.

Why Businesses Love Us, & Our Competitors Hate Us



The CraniumTap Nerds

Adam Cook Max Murphy

Adam has 18 years of experience in marketing, brand,
content, advertising, consumer and media research.  He
has earned eight national research awards and two
international research awards, including “Case Study of
the Year” and “Analyst of the Year,” and two travel
scholarships.  He is also a four-time published author in
the world’s leading peer reviewed marketing research
magazine (Quirk’s Marketing Research Review: March 2011
Edition, October 2012 Edition, November 2013 Edition, and
March 2018 Edition) among other industry publications.

Max delivers agile market analysis utilizing his expansive
work history in technology. His skills and passions reside in
telling stories with numbers, and keeping things organized.
He has worked in many roles that have contributed to his
organic passion for market research. These disciplines
include being a web developer, digital marketing specialist,
and marketing manager. Max has a background in computer
science, so he loves math, problem solving, and crunching
data.  Max has become our go-to analyst for solving
complicated problems and finding solutions for our clients.

Research Director (a.k.a. Chief Research Nerd) Analyst/Project Manager (a.k.a. Research Executioner)



Experience

Our methods and analyses are published
in world leading research magazines.

Our History Speaks For Itself

Publications

CraniumTap has members who have completed the Professional
Researcher Certification endorsed by the Insights Association.

Certifications & Memberships

Our diverse experience is valuable in providing creative and innovative research and
analysis methods. Research proves diverse work like this drives innovation (go figure).

Industry Experience



Our Products
& Services



Profile
Analysis
Secondary Research Data



The Use Cases

Inc rease  Your
Market ing  RO I
Increase your ROI through
improved targeting to the right
customers at the right time.

Unders tand  Your
Best  Customers
Create better relationships with your
customers by knowing how to talk to
them through targeted messaging.

Segment  Your
Customer  Base
With this insight, you can begin
to understand how to best
classify each type of customer.

Grow Revenue
Onl ine
Find out your customers online
behaviors, most used apps, and
social media usage.



DEMOGRAPHIC &
BEHAVORIAL  TRAITS

What's Included In The Data

DIGITAL
CONSUMPTION
& APP USAGE

MEDIA
BEHAVIORS
& FORMATS

FINANCIAL
& MEDICAL
BEHAVIORS

ACTIVITY & EVENT
ATTENDANCE

GEOGRAPHIC
OPPORTUNITY

REPORTS



Geographic
Analysis
Secondary Research Data



The Use Cases

Unders tand  Your
Footpr in t
Get detailed information on your
footprints demographic, expenses,
and market value.

Expand  Your
Number  o f  S to res
Have confidence in your next storefront
using geographic data and predictive
analytics. 

Store f ront
Aud i t ing
Find insights into why some
stores may be underperforming.

Grow In-Store
Revenue
Extract ways to better appeal to your
customer base at each individual location



Analysis
Area Maps

What's Included In The Data

Current  Year
Market  Supply

& Demand

Project ion
Analysis  Of

Demographic
Changes

Current  &  F ive Year
Expenditure Reports

Current  &  F ive Year
Demographic  Data

Project ion
Analysis  Of
Expenditure

Changes



Custom
Surveys
First Party Research Data



Our Modern Approach

User Experience
Creating intuitive and ergonomic experiences for
respondents/participants helps ensure the most accurate
depiction of consumer sentiment and response.

Actionable Insights
Survey design and development need to be objective
minded. We employ advanced approaches to generate easy
to understand priorities and takeaways from your data.

Brand Impact
Surveys are a direct reflection of your brand. When
customers/participants have bad survey experiences it can reflect
negatively on your brand with your most vital audience.

The 3 Keys To Successful Market Research



Brand Surveys

Direct Customer Feedback
Collect specific customer input that will impact your business
and marketing decisions.  “Pats on the back” or “rose colored
glasses” need not apply here.

Ongoing Customer Surveys
Customers are expecting you’ll ask for real time feedback, so
continually track it and use it to make informed product,
service and communication decisions.

Ongoing Customer Surveys
Customers are expecting you’ll ask for real time feedback, so
continually track it and use it to make informed product,
service and communication decisions.



Marketing Surveys

Video & Ad Testing
Know when to hit the reset button or when to pull the plug.
Identify what elements are working or need improvements
and better yet, why they work.

Content & Copy Testing
Some lessons don’t need to be learned the hard way. Knowing
the most effective options will empower your decisions from
the start.

Campaign Impact Studies
Some things are still difficult to measure in our digital
information age (brand awareness, perceptions, and
associations). We can do it and measure impact.



Investments
Our Transparency Is What Makes Us Different
Our pricing structure is easy to comprehend, and is flexible to fit your businesses needs.

$750 per Geographic Area Analyzed
$1500 per Customer Profile Segment Analyzed (1)
$150 per Custom Survey Question (2)
$150 per Ad Hoc Analysis/Hourly Rate (3)

1 Customer Profile = A specific set of customers identified for analysis.   It can be all customers, your most loyal customers, least
loyal customers, highest spending/lowest spending customers, specific event or grouping of events, etc.

2 Question = Measurements collected.  For example:  If a question is posed – “How satisfied were you with the following six
factors,” we are really asking answers to six questions; whereas, “Which of the following six factors best describes you,” is only
asking for one answer to one question. Multi-select questions (questions where you can select multiple answers) are assigned
with a two question minimum charge.

3 Projects = Custom analysis, moderating brainstorming sessions, and marketing consultative or nerd advisory services.



Project
Roadmap

IN IT IAL  BRIEF ING

REQUIREMENTS ASSESSMENT

RESULTS PRESENTATION &
STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT

PRODUCT/SERVICE DEPLOYMENT

DATA ANALYSIS  &  REPORT SUMMARY



Ready to get started?

Contact the Data Nerds

insights@craniumtap.com
757-446-2664
craniumtap.com


